PULLOVER “PARAGUAY“
Yarn CANDY
YARN
Adriafil Yarns
MATERIALS
650 g Candy yarn in orange no. 45
Knitting needles no. 9
Double pointed auxiliary needle
Tapestry needle
SIZE: 44 (42-46)
PATTERN STITCHES
Purled stitch, mK1/p1 rib
Turban st “A” (work over 15 sts.):
Rows 1, 3, 5 and 7: in knit st.
Row 2 and next even rows: in purl stitch.
Row 9: k5, cross 10 sts rightwise (= stand off 5 sts on auxiliary needle at back of work, k5, knit up the standing sts).
Rows 11 and 13: in knit st.
Row 15: cross 10 sts leftwise (= stand off 5 sts on auxiliary needle in front of work, k5, knit up the standing sts), k5
Rows 17 and 19: in knit st.
Row 21: rep. from row 9.
Turban st “B” (work over 15 m.):
Rows 1, 3, 5 and 7: knit st.
Row 2 and next even rows: in purl stitch.
Row 9: cross 10 sts leftwise (= stand off 5 sts on auxiliary needle in front of work, k5, knit up the standing sts), k5
Rows 11 and 13: knit st.
Row 15: k5, cross 10 sts rightwise (= stand off 5 sts on auxiliary needle back of work, k5, knit up the standing sts).
Rows 17 and 19: knit st.
Row 21: rep. from row 9.
GAUGE
10 x 10 cm. work with knitting needles no. 9 in purled st. = 9.5 sts. and 13 rows.
The turban st “A” o “B” is wide cm. 11.
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Back: cast on 50 (48-52) sts. and work in purled st. To shape the sides decr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st after 14 rows, 1
sts after another 8 rows, 1 st after another 6 rows; when work measures 24 (23-25) cm. incr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st
every 8 rows twice. When work measures 35 (33-37) cm., to shape the sleeve holes decr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st
every 2 rows 5 times. When work measures 23 (22-24) cm. from beg. of sleeve holes cross off the 38 (36-40) remaining sts.
Front: cast on 60 (58-62) sts. and work: 12 (11-13) sts in purled st, 15 sts for turban st “A”, p6, 15 sts for turban st “B”,
p12 (11-13). To shape the sides decr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st after 14 rows, 1 st after another 8 rows, 1 st after
another 6 rows; when work measures 24 (23-25) cm. incr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st every 4 rows 3 times. When work
measures 35 (33-37) cm., work the sleeve holes in the same way as back. When work measures 38 (35-41) cm., to shape
the neckline divide work in half and end the two parts separately; cont. over the stitches of the first part and decr.
centrewise 1 st every 2 rows 3 (2-4) times. When work measures 20 cm. from beg. of neckline cross off the first 7 sts, then
stand off on auxiliary needle in front of work the next 5 sts; join the shoulder intertwining tog. two by two 1 st of the
auxiliary needle and 1 st of the row you are working. Pick up work over the standing stitches and complete to match the first
part.
Sleeves: cast on 30 (28-32) sts. and work in purled st. In row 5 and 11 space 2 decreases evenly . When work measures 15
(14-16) cm. incr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st every 6 rows 4 times. When work measures 35 (33-37) cm., to shape the
sleeve holes decr. at the ends, inside 2 sts, 1 st every 2 rows 10 (9-11) times. When work measures 15 (14-17) cm. from
beg. of sleeve holes bind off the 14 remaining sts.
Collar: consisting of 2 matching parts. For the first part cast on 17 sts. and work: 1 edge sts, 15 sts for turban st “A”, 1
edge sts. When work measures 36 (35-37) cm. bind off the sts. and work the second part in the same way but in turban st
turban st “B”.

Border: consists of 2 matching parts. For the first part cast on 17 sts. and work: 1 edge sts, 15 sts for turban st “A”, 1 edge
sts. When work measures 53 (51-55) cm. bind off the first 5 sts, stand off the next 5 sts on auxiliary needle in front of work
and bind off the sts as explained for the shoulder of the front. Work in the same way the second part but in turban st “B”.
MAKING UP AND FINISHING
Sew on the shoulders. Join the two parts of the neck, join with a hoop and sew it around the neckline. Join the two parts of
the border. Trim one end of border as follows: pick up 13 sts along the right side edge of the last motif of the turban st (pick
up the sts between twists) and work in k1/p1 rib st for 2.5 cm.; bind off the sts In the same way, trim the other end of
border. Sew on the border at the bottom of the front and back matching the seam at the back centre, keeping the k1/p1 rib
st motif upwards, as follows: join the border centred halfway along the width on the edge of the pullover, sew the ends
joining them at the front centre and fold them slightly upwards in order to work the pointed shape (see photo).
Sew the upper edge of border with invisible stitches, without pulling the work.

